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The total capitalisation of the
cryptocurrency market has tumbled
due to disappointing earnings. 

Meta's decline was the strongest out
of all, with investors wiping out
almost $200bn from Facebook's
market. The Nasdaq Index
continues being impacted due to the
results of the earning reports of the
tech giants such as Meta Platforms
(FB), Spotify (SPOT), and PayPal
(PYPL). 

On the other hand, S&P and Dow
Jones keep extending their monthly
losses with a current total drawdown
of 5%. 

https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/fb
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/spot
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/pypl


The disappointing earning reports merged with the
ADP Employment Change data published
yesterday are affecting the possibility of recovery.
Private payrolls shed 301,000 jobs due to the
Omicron virus. American firms blame the virus for
the thousands of employees laid off between
December and January. This was the first loss
published by the report since December 2020 and
is only the second decline after 19.4 million
positions vanished in April 2020.  

Another fundamental reason affecting the stability
of financial markets is Biden’s decision to deploy
more than 3,000 American troops to support the
EU in the defense of Ukraine against Russia. To
counter this decision, Moscow has deployed more
than 100,000 troops near Ukraine's borders and
says it could take even more measures in the near
future.

https://graphics.reuters.com/RUSSIA-UKRAINE/dwpkrkwkgvm
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russia-has-sent-some-30000-combat-troops-modern-weapons-belarus-nato-says-2022-02-03/


Apart from rising inflation, escalating geopolitical tensions, and negative earning reports, the cryptocurrency market has also been impacted by the
decision of Russia and Kazakhstan to ban crypto mining. 

The Russian Central Bank has already proposed banning the mining and use of cryptocurrencies on their territory. As the world's third-largest player
in bitcoin mining (accounting for 11.2% of the total hash rate), behind the United States and Kazakhstan, Russia’s decision could give investors more
confirmation to add short positions. 



Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL) 
1h timeframe

The global crypto market cap (TOTAL)
has lost 0.82% in the last few hours and
it is standing at $1.70T. The
combination of fundamental events
explained previously has collaborated
with the overall retracement. However,
the global trading volume keeps
increasing regardless of events. The
total trading volume has added 11.60%
and is now at $68.78B.

The ascending trendline on the monthly
timeframe is still valid and taken as a
pivot of the existing bullish theories.  

TOTAL2 (Altcoins total market cap) has
taken a stronger hit by losing 0.73%
due to the hack linking the Ethereum
and Solana network bridge,  costing
$320 million worth of ETH.



DeFi Market Cap (TOTALDEFI) 
DeFi protocols are echoing the movements of tech
stocks with TOTALDEFI losing over 2% night. Recent
altcoin winners in the last 24 hours are FIL, LINK,
LUNA, and ATOM. On the contrary, one of the biggest
daily sell-off was experienced by SOL, AXS, and FTT. 

The last movements of the whole financial market have
been sending crypto-asset correlations up. Many
altcoins are mirroring the performance of the American
market and now analysts are projecting price action
based on the weekly candles of the S&P 500. 

 
 

DeFi TVL

https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/01/21/ether-altcoins-tank-with-bitcoin-as-decoupling-narrative-goes-up-in-smoke/


Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D)  

Following a rough few months, Bitcoin dominance was able to recover some territory at the start of the week by climbing back up to the 42% mark but the
last few increases on this metric appear to be vanishing as BTCUSD failed to break the $40K-$39K level.

Today, BTC.D is standing at 41.7%. The metric needs to close above the 43%-42% zone in order to maintain the momentum obtained on Monday.  



Bitcoin (BTCUSD)  

At the time of this report, the BTCUSD price is  $36,600 (over 1.50% in the last 24hours). The current trading volume is $19,568,885,654 (8% increase).
Traders supporting an optimistic outlook are holding onto the 78.6% level of Fibonacci, which is still being respected by price action. In addition, the last
bullish weekly candle of S&P500 could be taken as additional confirmation due to Intermarket analysis. Traders supporting a bearish thesis are waiting
for the closure of this week's candle and remain cautious ahead of tomorrow’s print of the NFP Report. If the employment report is worse than
expected, BTCUSD could witness a sharper decline. 

Daily timeframe



Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 

Ethereum dominance has not fallen as strongly as other metrics. ETH.D fell below 18% amid an intraday sell-off. The metric breached the 19% resistance
during the week and has kept a very bullish candlestick pattern in the last few days. The line chart shows a clear rejection of the ascending trendline on the
monthly timeframe that could be sustained if ETH.D ends the week above 19%. Most Ethereum protocols are in neutral territory ahead of the NFP release. 



Ethereum (ETHUSD)

Аfter two days of trading above $2500, Ethereum is moving downwards. Ethereum decreased by 2.78% during Asian and London trading sessions and is
now reaching the $2500 intraday low once again. ETHUSD is trading at $2,611.10 USD with a 24-hour trading volume of $14,036,035,496 (19% increase
compared to yesterday's volume). It could be a very volatile evening for Ethereum as many investors will be pricing in expectations for the upcoming
economic release before trading kicks off for equities, bonds, and FX on Friday. 

Daily timeframe




